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Redbourne Custom Land Rover Wheels’ Newest Model,The Nottingham, Now
Available in Matte Black

Now eighteen different Redbourne models and finishes, in both 20 inch and 22 inch diameters
are available for every Land Rover and Range Rover.

Huntington Beach, CA (PRWEB) December 31, 2013 -- Aftermarket Land Rover wheels and Range Rover
wheels represent a time-tested solution for drivers seeking to make a personalized statement about their
vehicles. And few custom wheels on the market today make a stronger statement than the Redbourne
Nottingham wheel finished in Matte Black. Like its classic Chrome and Hyper Silver brethren, the Nottingham
is engineered in a wide range of specifications to precisely fit each model in the newly expanded Land
Rover/Range Rover product lineup.

“Land Rover’s guiding design principle is the perfect balance of ruggedness and luxury,” observed Redbourne
president Terence Scheckter. “At Redbourne, we design and manufacturer only Land Rover wheels and Range
Rover wheels, and always with that perfect balance in mind. The Nottingham is our newest offering for these
vehicles,” Scheckter added.

The Nottingham is a one-piece cast monoblock wheel, meaning molten aluminum is poured into a wheel mold
in the manufacturing process. When cooled, the wheel undergoes finishing machining. The Nottingham features
five bold, outsized spokes . The wheel comes it fitments to match perfectly the specifications of Land Rover
LR3, LR3 SE, LR3 HSE, Range Rover Sport HSE, Range Rover Sport Supercharged, Range Rover HSE and
the Range Rover Supercharged vehicles, including the all-new 2014 Range Rover Sport. The Nottingham is
available in both 20” and 22” diameters, both in 9.5” width.

The Nottingham, like all Redbourne Range Rover wheels, is engineered to comply with the requisite Land
Rover 32mm offset and is designed fit precisely over the center flange of the brake rotor, ensuring that the
wheel is concentric with the wheel bearings for a truer, better balanced wheel/tire assembly and a smoother
ride. Redbourne Land Rover wheels are compatible with the Land Rover tire pressure monitoring system and
accept the manufacturer’s center logo cap.

Prospective visitors looking for custom Land Rover wheels can find a wealth of information on the Redbourne
website at www.redbournewheels.com. The fitment guide found at redbournewheels.com/app_guide/index.php
indicates full specifications for both 20” and 22” aftermarket Land Rover rims and aftermarket Range Rover
rims ideally suited to each vehicle and includes recommended tire sizes for each application.

The Redbourne website also provides a helpful wheel configurator, which enables owners to preview each of
the eighteen models and finishes of Redbourne Range Rover rims and Land Rover rims on various models,
colors and model year vehicles. The site also provides a gallery of photos submitted by owners, providing
additional opportunities to see how each Redbourne wheel looks on different model Land Rovers and Range
Rovers.

Redbourne custom Range Rover wheels and custom Land Rover wheels are widely available at better tire stores
and aftermarket wheel retailers nationwide. Shoppers can find a Redbourne dealer by zip code on the
Redbournewheels.com website or by phoning 1-888-766-7775.
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Contact Information
Josh Omeara
Redbourne Wheels
http://www.redbournewheels.com
+1 888-766-7775

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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